I appreciate your efforts to be cordial here, but I must confirm that all services are being terminated.

Please do not be deluded here though. This has nothing to do with politics, the cancel-culture you reference, outside influence, fear of reprisal, or the misguided and twisted words that the young girl who created our Wikipedia page created, and who has since guarded it like a weaponized Rottweiler. Or the coordinated attacks by dozens of politicized news mediums, gleefully manufacturing fake news and false content to take the House pre mid-term elections two years ago, as they attempted to destroy Epik by branding us open for Nazis to support their donor contributions. I'm disappointed to see what appears to be such intentional and tactical conflation of facts and positioning assumptions. I would reiterate as well a key point often lost upon those who are so eager to provide lessons on free speech for others: Epik never gave up the right to choose who it shares its own journey with. That is what makes this country so great. While I would agree that many organizations have taken unusual patterns and positions, that ultimately generate the same level of discrimination and hypocrisy it claims to be working to correct, this is NOT one of those cases. You must take responsibility for your own actions, your own content production, your own choice to demonize and fill a hate machine, that in turn is causing many of the problems that you are so eager to expose and report. You are making this country a far worse place, and we will have nothing to do with it.

I'm not sure what part of our notice was missed, or overlooked, but we have absolutely no interest in having any association with the type of hate-filled rhetoric, that in part is working to polarize and destroy this great country from within. In fact, the consistency of your hate, the depth and persistent style of your attacks, and the obsession with the photo ops and celebrations, would lead me to believe that this organization was almost purpose-built, simply to give a defining face to the hate that the elites and Democratic party could use to fundraise through. It is demonic in nature, and godless in its delivery, and unfortunately has been witnessed many times. I shudder to think any human being could truthfully have us much pent up disgust and hatred for others based on the color of their skin, or nature of their religion, as to truthfully exist in this manner. Racism is one thing, as it is often taught through generations.

This though - with its delusional adaptations of history into something that is completely wrong for the sake of galvanizing voter blocks - it looks intentionally crafted for the purpose of destruction and harm.

For whatever future journey you wish to pursue, your comments and stated counter position I frankly find in bad taste given our encouragements for a different path. This has nothing to do with money, capitalism, free enterprise, or serving a niche. If only I had time to red pill you fully, I would leave you devoid and empty of any of the false notions you have manufactured for yourself regarding the SS, the origins of the Swastika, Solomon's Knot, the twisted deceit of Hitler's regime as it perverted Sanskrit origins intentionally that were originally meant to give blessings, even your conveyance of a 2D Shield of David that is in fact a 5D star tetrahedron as part of an ascension protocol. This organization you serve to protect and bolster is so unenlightened in its pursuit to convey falsehoods and stimulate anger, that if it was all stripped away, it would just be writhing hate squirming weakly on the floor. You should heed my words, before the frail beliefs you created would latch on to as a form of identity and validation are turned to dust, leaving no room for your naked truths to hide. You are doing the work of evil, and if you need it to be exposed to the core so repentance can begin, I can help. I would recommend though you pursue the path of voluntary choices for a new and better horizon.
Life is too short to hide beyond ill truths and deceptive positions for self-gain, and I promise that the regrets and ultimate heartache that will ensue when you finally face your own mountain top, will be incalculable and absolutely devastating in its totality.

We have no interest in perpetuating hate. We have no interest in capitalizing upon your spread of falsehoods. I am absolutely disgusted by some of the false portrayals and destructive stereotypes you have helped to propagate under the most misleading of representations. My compassionate approach below in love was meant to encourage a nobler adventure, on the hopes to avoid such pointed words.

Please make immediate arrangements to find an alternative service provider. Anyone can make a living by destroying others for entertainment and convenience, and again I would encourage you to find a better way. Time is short, your mistakes will compound, and the true nature of the hearts in this world will all ultimately be exposed. You can count on that.

Thank you for your understanding,